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I. Background
1.1 The main objective of the Financial Stability and Development Group (FSD) is to enhance policy making in the monetary and financial areas by the Central Banks of Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Peru and Uruguay by means of regional cooperation. This objective has a strong regional public good component due to the beneficial spillover effects of information sharing and policy cooperation. The South American region faces similar challenges arising from the global financial environment, and a potential risk of spillovers in view of the growing trade and foreign direct investment linkages within the region. For example, policies toward capital flows or the exchange rate by one central bank can have a large impact on its neighbors, either through “contagion” of market perceptions, which has been pervasive in international financial markets, or directly through real and financial spillovers through the external accounts of each country. This initiative also promotes upgrading regulatory capabilities for the development of credit and financial markets, which also generate positive cross-border externalities. The group will also share expertise and technical assistance not only among themselves but also, and perhaps especially, to benefit central banks with fewer financial and human resources.
1.2 To enhance their policy responses through a cooperative effort and to catalyze broader regional collaboration, these five central banks have established the Financial Stability and Development Group (FSD). The FSD will strive to expand its membership among South American Central Banks and to fill existing gaps in several areas, including: boosting the flow of data and information among the central banks; maintaining a regular, well-informed policy dialogue; building a common research and knowledge dissemination agenda; enhancing analytical capacity applied to policy issues; contributing to develop common positions in international forums (such as CEMLA, G20, FSB, Regional FSB, CCA-BIS, and IMF-World Bank); enabling coordinated policy responses to the regional challenges; sharing knowhow and best practices in order to help central banks on many of their responsibilities. 
1.3 To achieve the above-mentioned objectives and provide the basis for the Group’s consolidation and growth, the components and activities described below are envisaged. Because the Group will formulate its work program after an exchange of ideas and in line with the changing international environment, the specific outputs and modalities, as well as the specific topics for studies and seminars, that are described below may be modified accordingly. 
1.4 Component 1: Strengthen coordination among South American Central Banks. This includes: 
a. Preparation of a Work Program. The Group, with the technical support of the Bank, will discuss and formulate periodic Work Programs that will include a research agenda and a plan of meetings and other activities.
b.	Information sharing and exchange of views. To set the stage for fuller coordination, Group members will maintain a periodic policy dialogue at various levels through various platforms for the regular exchange of views and data to inform macroeconomic policy decisions. 
1.5 Component 2: Promote analytical capacity in the area of policy research by stimulating in-house research capacity of Central Bank and leveraging it with international experts. This includes:
a. Policy Research Papers and Seminars. The Group will hold seminars and workshops on key topics as determined in the Work Program. Seminars will bring together international experts and policymakers, technical staff and senior management of the member Central Banks and IDB staff. Staff from other regional Central Banks may also be invited to participate in seminars. The FSD, with Bank support, will define the areas of policy research and decide on the topics of the discussions and the analytical inputs to be prepared. This TC will finance policy research papers that will be presented at the seminars, as well as the participation of international academics and experts in panel discussions. The host Central Bank will be in charge of logistical arrangements and costs. 
b. Publication of policy research papers and booklets summarizing conclusions reached on the basis of the Group’s analytical work and debate, in order to disseminate the views of the Group among other Central Banks and relevant policy forums. The TC will cover publication and dissemination costs.
1.6 Component 3: Capacity building on technical and operational matters. This will include:
a. Training courses to help central banks strengthen their own inflation targeting regimes, financial indicators or other issues of relevance for financial stability and development, as determined by the Group’s Work Program. The TC will cover the cost of the course, such as course materials and travel costs of trainers and some Central Bank participants, and the host Central Bank will be in charge of logistical arrangements and organization costs.  
b. South-South Technical Assistance. This TC will support projects of bilateral technical assistance among member central banks covering the travel expenses involved.  Under this format, experienced staff from one central bank will provide advice to their peers in another central bank to help strengthen capabilities and operational frameworks. Outside experts may also be contracted to contribute to the technical assistance project as appropriate.

II. Objectives 
2.1 The main objective of this consultancy is to advise the Bank in the coordination of the FSD, as the Bank is expected to act as the Technical Secretariat of the FSD under this Technical Cooperation.

III. Main activities
3.1 The consultant will be part of the Bank team coordinating this Technical Cooperation in an advisory capacity. The consultant will be available to informally advise the Bank in its technical secretariat role by telephone or mail in the process of its engagement with Central Banks. The Bank will maintain a fluid dialogue with all Group members in seeking and executing recommendations and proposals. In this regard, the Bank will gather suggestions for activities from the members of the Group, help refine and prioritize ideas, and submit the proposals for consideration of the Group. Once activities are decided, the Bank will contract the services required and will monitor the execution. The Bank will also help create working groups, comprising subsets of the member central banks, to develop topics that the Group has agreed to pursue and provide support for the functioning of the working groups.  The consultant is expected to advise the Bank coordinators on these tasks and provide ideas of his own on how to improve the usefulness of the FSD.
3.2 It is expected that the consultant will be routinely involved in FSD substantial activities to be defined over time according to separate and specific contracts. While these non-advisory activities are outside the scope of this contract, the consultant will give preferential treatment to collaborating with this Group (to the extent that other commitments allow).
3.3 This advisory retainer will run from January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2015, and will be renewable 6 months before expiration. 

IV. Schedule of payment 
4.1 Total fees will amount to $7,500. One third of the total amount will be disbursed at time of signature of the agreement, and, upon satisfactory performance, one third by December 31, 2014, and one third at the completion of the contract.

V. Coordination
5.1 The Bank through the Research Department (RES/RES) will be responsible for the supervision of this TC, including disbursements. CAN/CAN and CSC/CSC will provide technical expertise and country specific knowledge. The work of the consultant will be directly supervised by a Research Economist in RES.

VI. Characteristics of the consultancy (PEC)
6.1 Type of consultancy: Individual international.
6.2 Starting date and Duration: January 1, 2015 through December 31, 2015.
6.3 Place of work: Place of residency of consultant.

VII. Qualifications 
7.1 The consultant is required to be a Ph.D. in economics and at least to have 10 years of experience in either an international organization or academic institution. The consultant must have a distinguished publication record on issues related to the research to be carried out and outstanding recognition by the Central Banks members of the FSD.
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